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The Brooks Bawden Moore Weekly Update and Analysis highlights the previous 

week’s floor and committee activities within the US Senate and House of 

Representatives, and this week’s congressional activities that relate to law 

enforcement and homeland security matters. The weekly update also lists legislation 

introduced the previous week, which may be of interest to the law enforcement and 

homeland security communities. Please let us know if you would like to know more 

about any of the items described in the update. Additionally, please feel free to 

distribute this product as you see fit. 
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Latest News 
 

The House and Senate were in session this week, with the House considering its 

COVID stimulus package which included $350 billion for state and local governments. 

Next week, the House is expected to consider the George Floyd Justice in 

Policing Act, which is the policing reform bill that the House passed last year. You can 

read more on the Justice in Policing Act here. There were multiple hearings this week 

concerning the attacks on the U.S. Capitol on January 6, with additional hearings 
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scheduled for next week. Additionally, the Senate Judiciary Committee is expected to 

advance the nomination of Merrick Garland to be Attorney General next week. 

  

House/Senate Democrats Reach Deal on Earmarks:  House Appropriations 

Committee Chairwoman Rosa DeLauro (D-CT) and Senate Appropriations 

Committee Chairman Patrick Leahy (D-VT), the chairs of the House and Senate 

Appropriations Committees, have reached a deal on the ground rules for earmarks in 

this year’s spending bills. Details are available here. 

  
 

2021 DHS Preparedness Grants: Notice of Funding Opportunity - Secretary of 

Homeland Security Alejandro Mayorkas recently announced the release of the 

funding notice for eight different types of preparedness grants worth nearly $1.87 

billion. Together, these programs provide more than $1.8 billion in critical funding to 

assist our state and local partners in building and sustaining capabilities to prevent, 

protect against, respond to, and recover from acts of terrorism and other disasters. 

This funding includes $415 million for the State Homeland Security Program 

and $615 million for the Urban Area Security Initiative. You can view the NOFO here. 

  
 

DHS Elevates Cybersecurity - This week, DHS announced the many ways the 

Department will carry out President Biden’s vision to elevate cybersecurity across the 

government. DHS will lead efforts to mitigate risks to the U.S., further strengthen its 

partnerships with the private sector, and expand its investment in the infrastructure 

and people required to defend against malicious cyber attacks as part of a whole-of-

government effort. You can read the announcement here. 

  
 

Biden Administration Announces Changes to PPP, Including Allowing “Second 

Chance” Access - On February 22nd, the Biden Administration announced that it will 

make targeted changes to the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) pandemic relief 

loans in an attempt to deliver “equitable relief” to small businesses impacted by the 

pandemic.  Of note, the Administration will eliminate a restriction that prevents small 

business owners with prior non-fraud felony convictions from obtaining relief through 

the PPP. Details are available here. 

  
 

DEA Operation Engage - This week, DEA launched a comprehensive law 

enforcement and prevention support initiative aimed at reducing drug use, abuse, and 

overdose deaths. “Operation Engage” allows participating field divisions to focus on 

the biggest drug threat in their respective geographic areas. The initiative builds on 

and replaces DEA’s 360 Strategy, which aimed its resources specifically at opioids, 

and allows field divisions to customize plans and direct resources to target the drug 
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that presents the greatest threat to public health and safety in their jurisdictions. The 

eleven participating field divisions in year one (FY2021) are: Boston, Detroit, El Paso, 

Los Angeles, Miami, New Orleans, Philadelphia, Phoenix, Seattle, St. Louis, and 

Washington, DC. You can find more information on Operation Engage here. View the 

factsheet here. 

  

#DEAOpEngage DEA Rolls Out Operation Engage  

  

 

Update on FirstNet - FirstNet (Built with AT&T) coverage now surpasses 2.71 million 

square miles and now serves more than 15,000 agencies and organizations – 

accounting for more than 2 million connections nationwide. More information can be 

found below: 

• FirstNet Expands, Now Covers More Than 2.71 Million Square Miles 

• FirstNet 101 

• FirstNet by the Numbers 

  
 

Northwest HIDTA Job Positions Available - The Northwest HIDTA is seeking 

qualified candidates for multiple positions. Positions include an Intelligence Analyst, 

Public Health Analyst, and a Executive Assistant. The IA and EA position will remain 

open until filled, while the Health Analyst position closes on March 3. You can read 

more on the Intelligence Analyst position here, the Public Health Analyst 

position here, and the Executive Assistant position here. 

  
 

Key House and Senate Leaders & Members in the 117th Congress - Key House 

and Senate leadership positions, along with committee assignments are in the 

process of being finalized, with key Senate appointments occurring this week. You 

can find an overview of these key appointments highlighting the committees with 

jurisdiction over most of policy affecting the law enforcement and homeland security 

communities here. 

  
 

IADLEST Webinars - Throughout 2021, the International Association of Directors of 

Law Enforcement Standards and Training, will be hosting a series of no-cost 1-hour 

webinars on using data to manage and deploy resources to decrease crashes, crime, 

and other social harms. You can find more information on these webinars here.  
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Fiscal Year 2021 Department of Justice Grant Solicitations - The Department of 

Justice's Office of Justice Programs recently began to release fiscal year 2021 grant 

solicitations. Deadlines for many of these grants are in February and early March. 

You can find a list of the solicitations here. 

  
 

JustGrants Application Submission Webinars - DOJ’s JustGrants team is offering 

webinar sessions on the FY 2021 application submission process. The webinars will 

provide targeted assistance to potential applicants applying for DOJ funding 

opportunities. There are 10 webinars set to take place between February 11 and 

March 22. Each session will last approximately 90 minutes, and the same content will 

be covered in each session. You can find more information, along with registration 

details here. 

  
 

CICC Five in 5 Newsletter - The most recent CICC 5 in 5 was released, and includes 

a NCCHC and MCSA webinar that will identify ways to improve the quality of health 

services during pandemics, discuss strategies for reducing liability and risk, share 

how data during COVID-19 was used to assist the correctional health field, describe 

how nationally recognized standards can help mitigate your infectious disease risk, 

and discuss how to prepare for the next pandemic event. Additionally, it features a 

PERF webinar to highlight effective partnerships and promising practices for 

addressing stimulants. You can view the CICC Five in 5 here.  

  
 

March RISS Insider - The latest RISS Insider is now available, and features 

MAGLOCLEN's assistance to investigators after the riots at the U.S. Capitol. 

MAGLOCLEN intelligence research staff and managers conducted research and 

inquiries across a wide array of resources to provide timely investigative leads to 

detectives and agents. You can view the RISS Insider (March 2021 Issue) here. 

  
 

+RISS Equals Results - The latest edition of +RISS Equals Results is now available 

and features ROCIC's assistance during a narcotics and human trafficking 

investigation. The investigation ultimately led to multiple arrests. You can read the 

latest +RISS Equals Results here.  
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We must join forces to ensure the 

protection of American Jews 

Jonathan Greenblatt and Michael 

Masters 

  

Over the last several years, we have 

seen near-historic increases in 

antisemitic incidents and assaults as we 

have watched a surge in online hate 

from more vocal — and violent — 

extremist groups. From online hate to 

cyber-attacks to the Capitol insurrection 

on Jan. 6, the danger is real. To protect 

America’s Jewish community, it is critical 

that organizations committed to 

addressing hate, extremism, 

antisemitism, safety and security work 

together. Over the last several years 

ADL, a global leader in fighting 

antisemitism and hatred in all forms, and 

the Secure Community Network (SCN), 

the official safety and security 

organization of the Jewish community, 

which works under the auspices of The 

Jewish Federations of North America 

and the Conference of Presidents of 

Major American Jewish Organizations, 

have worked closely to coordinate with 

one another, as well as with Jewish 

communities and law enforcement. 

  

 

Continue Reading Here 
  

 

 

Ending Towing Headaches 

  

Right before the dotcom bust of 2000, John 

Wicker joined a venture capital firm. It did not 

survive the collapse, which left Wicker looking 

for other opportunities. “I wanted to create an 

applied technology company, addressing an 

old world problem,” he says. The “old world 

New Hampshire to Deploy Nation’s 

First Statewide Whole Community 

Response Network for COVID-19 

  

Mutualink, Inc. today announced the 

statewide deployment of its real time 

multimedia collaboration solution in New 

Hampshire.  The solution will instantly 

link public safety agencies, public safety 

answering points, hospitals, colleges 

and universities, along with critical 

assets across the state to enhance its 

real time COVID-19 pandemic response 

efforts. The project takes the next step in 

whole community response and is the 

first of its kind in the nation. “New 

Hampshire could not be more excited by 

this unparalleled technology,” said 

Commissioner Robert Quinn. “The New 

Hampshire Department of Safety has 

long recognized the capability of this 

communications platform and to be able 

to partner with Mutualink in providing 

“True Interoperability” for not only our 

public safety communities statewide, but 

to the critical infrastructure that has 

united in response to this pandemic has 

been an amazing opportunity.” 

  

 

Continue Reading Here 
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problem” Wicker decided to address was 

vehicle towing by law enforcement agencies 

and other government entities. In 2002 he 

launched AutoReturn with the goal of making 

towing more efficient, reducing the risk to 

officers during the towing process, and 

improving the impound and release process. 

“We wanted to create a platform that would 

track the vehicle from the beginning of the tow 

request all the way through the life cycle of the 

tow and through to the ¬final disposition—

release or sale—of the vehicle,” Wicker says. 

  

 

Continue Reading here 
  

  

 

 

Biden Cabinet / Top Staff Picks - President-Elect Biden has made a handful of 

Cabinet and high-level staff picks affecting national security. Below you can find his 

latest selections. Below is the status of those selections. Additionally, you can find a 

complete list of the Acting leaders of the various components of the Department of 

Homeland Security here. You can also find a list of Acting heads of various of 

Departments here. 

  

Biden Cabinet and High Ranking Staff Picks 
(As of 2/26/21) 

Position Name Hearing Date Confirmed 

Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas 1/19/2021 2/2/2021 

FEMA Administrator Deanne Criswell     

Attorney General Merrick Garland 2/22/2021   

Deputy Attorney General Lisa Monaco  3/9/2021   

Associate Attorney General Vanita Gupta  3/9/2021   

Director of National Intelligence Avril Haines 1/19/2021 1/20/2021 

Secretary of State Antony Blinken 1/19/2021 1/26/2021 

Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin 1/19/2021 1/22/2021 

Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen 1/19/2021  
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